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From number-one New York Times best-selling author Karen Kingsbury comes the third novel in the

unforgettable Angels Walking series about divine intervention and the trials and triumphs of life for a

group of friends. Despite needing a heart transplant and against the advice of her doctor, Mary

Catherine moves to Uganda to work at a brand-new orphanage. Whatever time she has left, Mary

Catherine wants to spend it helping children - especially since there will be no children of her own.

The only problem is Major League Baseball player Marcus Dillinger, the man she never meant to fall

in love with. Neither Marcus nor Mary Catherine's other friends - Tyler Ames and Sami Dawson -

know just how serious her heart condition is. Still, Marcus is sure in the depths of his soul that

something isn't right. Ultimately, his correspondence with Mary Catherine leads him on a desperate

life-or-death mission to rescue her and get her to a US hospital before time runs out. Meanwhile,

Sami and Tyler struggle with issues of their own. In a season when Tyler plans to ask Sami to marry

him, the very core of their relationship is in jeopardy. The team of angels walking is busier than ever

in this epic battle between life and death. Brush of Wings is a poignant tale of love, sacrifice, and the

power of faith.
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The third and final much anticipated book in the Angels Walking series BRUSH OF WINGS gives

you a story you will soon not forget. Our favorite angels, Ember, Beck, Jag and Aspyn will have to

join together to make their earthly mission a success. It will be a matter of life and death. A young



woman Mary Catherine, whose life needs to continue and new life in a baby. A baby who will return

a generation back to God.BRUSH OF WINGS takes you on Mary Catherine's life journey. A journey

that is destined to end early due to significant health issues. Mary Catherine wants what everyone

wants....a husband, a family and to have a purpose in her life, but her dreams are being shattered

due to a failing heart. One man, Marcus Dillinger, is determined to make Mary Catherine his wife.

The feelings are there for both of them, but Mary Catherine decides to run to Africa, fulfilling one last

dream of hers, setting up and working in an orphanage. Marcus unaware of her sickness doesn't

understand. A young girl, Lexy, who had seeked help from Mary Catherine in the past, finds a

herself once again involved with the street gangs. Being treated poorly by a guy who she thinks

loves her....She then finds herself pregnant.In steps the angels walking, trying everything to bring

Marcus and Mary Catherine together. Will it be in time? The angels many jobs are to protect the

unborn child, whose life hangs in the balance if their mission fails. All mankind depend on a their

successful mission. Will the baby be born?Throughout the pages of BRUSH OF WINGS, you will

find yourself praying for Mary Catherine, for Marcus, Lexy, and the angels walking. You find yourself

not second guessing the existence of angels, because you will believe angels do walk among us.
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